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an archive of dharma talks given by gil fronsdal and various guest speakers at the insight meditation center in redwood 
city ca each talk if it were true that quot;language itself constitutes the encompassing horizon of life and thought on 
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3 of 3 review helpful Fount of Wisdom By Customer I love the genre of parables mdash the fount of wisdom is hidden 
within their small form The parables of Dushkova rsquo s book are especially precious for me because the great and 
mysterious Shambhala is behind them They help us understand the universe and ourselves I read and re read this book 
My heartfelt gratitude to the author 1 of 1 review helpful How can you love your neighbors when there is so much evil 
around What is more real our world or the world of our dreams How can you reconcile yourself with death Have you 
ever thought about your shadow that always follows you What is the origin story of Man and Woman Beautifully 
illustrated this inspirational little book will help you comprehend the greatest ancient truths of the East through twelve 
short and profo All of Zinovia Dushkova s books are addressed to those who ponder the spiritual destiny of human 
beings and question their place in the evolutionary process These are book reflections with no recipes but they offer 
motivation for further meditation an 
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to you i loafe and invite my soul audio dharma is an archive of dharma talks given by gil fronsdal and various guest 
speakers at the insight meditation center in redwood city ca each talk 
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